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STRUCTURE THEOREMS FOR CERTAIN TOPOLOGICAL RINGS

BY

JAMES B. LUCKE AND SETH WARNER

ABSTRACT.   A Hausdorff topological ring B is called centrally linearly

compact if the open left ideals form a fundamental system of neighborhoods

of zero and S is a strictly linearly compact module over its center.   A top-

ological ring A  is called locally centrally linearly compact if it contains an

open, centrally linearly compact subring.   For example, a totally disconnected

(locally) compact ring is (locally) centrally linearly compact, and a Hausdorff

finite-dimensional algebra with identity over a local field (a complete topological

field whose topology is given by a discrete valuation) is locally centrally

linearly compact.   Let A  be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity such that

the connected component   c of zero is locally compact, A/c   is locally central-

ly linearly compact, and the center C of A is a topological ring having no

proper open ideals.   A general structure theorem for A is given that yields, in

particular, the following consequences:   (1) If the additive order of each element

of A  is infinite or squarefree, then A — A. x D where A~  is a finite-dimensional

real algebra and D is the local direct product of a family (A _,)  of topological

rings relative to open subrings  (By), where each A     is the cartesian product

of finitely many finite-dimensional algebras over local fields.   (2) If A  has no

nonzero nilpotent ideals, each A     is the cartesian product of finitely many full

matrix rings over division rings that are finite dimensional over their centers,

which are local fields.   (3) If the additive order of each element of A  is infinite

or squarefree and if C contains an invertible, topologically nilpotent element,

then A   is the cartesian product of finitely many finite-dimensional algebras

over R, C, or local fields.

1.  Introduction.   Our goal is to identify those properties of a Hausdorff

topological ring with identity that allow it to be described as built, in some con-

crete way, from topological rings that either are finite-dimensional Hausdorff

topological algebras over local fields, the real field R, or the complex field C,

or are very similar to such algebras.   By a local field we mean a topological

field whose topology is given by a complete, discrete valuation.   Thus a topo-

logical field K is locally compact and totally disconnected if and only if K is

a local field and the residue field of its valuation ring is finite.   Local fields,

R, and C are examples of complete topological fields whose topology is given

by a proper absolute value; a finite-dimensional algebra A over such a field

admits a unique Hausdorff topology making it a topological vector space, and A

is actually a topological algebra for that topology [3, Theorem 2, p. 18; cf.
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Corollary 2, p. 19].   In this introductory section we shall describe the topological

rings to be investigated.

We recall that a topological (not necessarily unitary) module is linearly top-

ologized if the open submodules form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of

zero.   A topological module is linearly compact if it is Hausdorff, linearly topo-

logized, and if every filter base of cosets of submodules has an adherent point.

A linearly compact A-module E is strictly linearly compact if every continuous

epimorphism from F onto any linearly compact A-module is open, or equivalently,

if E/U is artinian for every open submodule U,  (We assume familiarity with basic

properties of linearly compact and strictly linearly compact modules, discussed

in [ll] or [4, Exercises 14-22, pp. 108-112].) A topological ring B is (strictly)

linearly compact if the left B-module B is (strictly) linearly compact.

Definition 1.   A Hausdorff topological ring B is centrally linearly compact

if the open left ideals of B form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero

and if B is a strictly linearly compact module over its center.   A topological ring

A is locally centrally linearly compact if A contains an open subring that is

centrally linearly compact.

If B is centrally linearly compact and if R is any subring of B that contains

the center Cß of B, then B is a strictly linearly compact (left) R-module, for

B is R-linearly topologized as the open left ideals form a fundamental system of

neighborhoods of zero, and every R-submodule is also a C_-submodule.   In par-

ticular, a centrally linearly compact ring is a strictly linearly compact ring.  A

commutative topological ring is clearly centrally linearly compact if and only if

it is strictly linearly compact.

A totally disconnected locally compact ring A  is locally centrally linearly

compact, for A contains a compact subring B [10, Lemma 4], and the open ideals

of B form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero [9, Lemma 9\.  We shall

determine the structure of a Hausdorff topological ring A with identity that has

the following three properties:   (a) the connected component c of zero is locally

compact; (b) A/c is locally centrally linearly compact; (c) the center of A is a

topological ring having no proper open ideals.   Thus our results may be applied to

obtain the structure of a locally compact ring with identity whose center is a

topological ring having no proper open ideals.

Our first step is to identify a very special class of centrally linearly compact

rings.

Definition 2.   A topological ring B is basic if it satisfies the following three

properties:

1°.   The center C_ of B is a local, one-dimensional noetherian ring (with

identity) that is complete for its natural topology (i.e., the m-adic topology, where
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m is the maximal ideal of Cß), and the prime ideals of the zero ideal of Cß are

all isolated.

2°. B is a noetherian Cß-module, and the given topology of B is its natural

topology as a C_-module (for which (m"ß)_2o IS a fundamental system of neigh-

borhoods of zero).

3°.   Every cancellable element (i.e., non-zero-divisor) of the ring Cß is also

a cancellable element of B.

Condition 3° implies that the identity element of Cg is also the identity ele-

ment of B.  By 2°and [18, Theorem 4, p. 254], the topology induced on Cß by

the given topology of B is its natural topology.  Since Cß is complete for that

topology, therefore, B is also complete [18, Theorem 5, p. 256].  By [18, pp. 271—

272], C_  is a linearly compact ring.  Since mn/ran+    is a finitely generated C -

module and hence a finite-dimensional (C„/m)-vector space, m"/mn+    is an

artinian Cß-module for all n > 0, so by induction C„/mfe is an artinian C_-

module for all k>l; thus C_  is a strictly linearly compact ring.   As B is a

finitely generated C„-module, B is, for some r > 1, the image of the C_-module

C_ under a continuous homomorphism, and hence B is a strictly linearly compact

C  -module.   In sum, we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1.   A basic topological ring is centrally linearly compact.

Let fy, ... , J3   be the prime ideals of the zero ideal of C_.   By Io of

Definition 2,   m, )p , ... , p   are all the prime ideals of Cß, and Tit 4 \¡{ fot all i £

[l, r].  The set of zero-divisors of B belonging to Cß is identical with the set

of zero-divisors of the ring C0 by 3° of Definition 2, and that set is (J'_j i3-

[17, Corollary 3, p. 214].  Therefore, since m¿   Uf-i P- ^> P» 215], m contains

a cancellable element of B.   If c is any cancellable element belonging to m,

then m is the only prime ideal of Cfi containing Cßc, so Cßc is primary for m

and thus m    C C  c fot some k > 0.

Let A  be the total quotient ring of B ; thus A  is the ring of all fractions

a/c where a £ B and c is a cancellable element of B belonging to C_ (or

equivalently, by 3° of Definition 2, a cancellable element of C „).   Then

(m"B)    -  is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for a topology J  on

A making A into an additive topological group.  Since B is open in A for j,

the multiplicative composition of A is continuous at (0, 0), and for each b £ B

the functions x h» bx and x t-* xb from A into A are continuous at zero. To show that A,

equipped with topology J, is a topological ring, therefore, it suffices to show

that if c is any cancellable element of B belonging to m, then x (-» c~ x is

continuous at zero, or equivalently, x \-* ex is an open mapping.   But as noted

above, m* C Cßc fot some k > 1, so mn+kB C c(m"B) for all n > 1; thus
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x (-> ex is open.   Therefore we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2.   Let B be a basic topological ring, and let A be the total quotient

ring of B.   Equipped with the topology for which the open neighborhoods of zero

in B form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero, A  is a topological

ring containing  B as an open subring; consequently, A  is a locally centrally

linearly compact ring.

The total quotient ring A of a basic ring B, topologized as indicated, is

called the topological quotient ring of B.

In view of the goal we have set ourselves, we need to define a class of top-

ological rings that contains the class U0   of all topological rings that happen to

be Hausdorff finite-dimensional topological algebras with identity over local

fields but, in some sense, is not much larger than that class.   A moment's reflec-

tion suggests, however, that Ug   is not the class we should consider, for by

classical Wedderburn theory, a finite-dimensional algebra with identity over a

field K  is isomorphic to the cartesian product of finitely many finite-dimensional

algebras over K whose centers are local subalgebras (a local algebra is an

algebra that, regarded as a ring, is a local ring, i.e., is commutative, has an

identity, and has only one maximal ideal).   Indeed, if C is the center of a finite-

dimensional algebra A with identity 1, then C/Rad(C) is the direct sum of finitely

many fields by Wedderburn's theorem; raising idempotents, we obtain orthogonal

idempotents Cj, — , e    in C whose sum is 1 such that each Ce. is a local

algebra [8, Proposition 4, p. 54]; then A  is   the direct sum of the ideals Ae.,

— , Ae     and the center of Ae. is Ce..   Therefore, instead of u„ , we shall

seek an appropriate extension of the class U0  of all cartesian products of finitely

many topological rings that happen to be finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological

algebras with identity over local fields; each member of fl0  is thus the cartesian

product of finitely many members of the class u.n    of all topological rings that

happen to be finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological algebras with identity

over local fields, the centers of which are local subalgebras.

We contend that the appropriate extension of Q.Q  is the class S of all

cartesian products of finitely many topological quotient rings of basic rings.

The analogue of &0s in u is the class Us of all topological quotient rings of

basic rings that are special in the following sense:

Definition 3.   A commutative ring with identity is special if every zero-

divisor is nilpotent, that is, if (0) is a primary ideal.   A basic topological ring

is special if its center is a special ring.

Our contention is based on the following facts:   (1) A topological field is a

local field if and only if it is locally strictly linearly compact (i.e., has an open,
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strictly linearly compact subring), or equivalently, if and only if it is the topolog-

ical quotient field of a basic topological integral domain.   (2) More generally, a

topological division ring is finite-dimensional over its center and its topology is

given by a complete, discrete valuation if and only if it is locally centrally linear-

ly compact, or equivalently, if and only if it is the topological quotient ring of a

basic topological ring having no proper zero-divisors.  (3)  If A £ U, then A has

many of those properties possessed by all members of Cfn, e.g., A  is complete,

A is artinian and noetherian over its center C, every proper C-submodule (in

particular, every proper left or right ideal) of A is closed but not open, and every

cancellable element of A is invertible.  (A)  u.Qs consists precisely of those

members of d    that have either zero or prime characteristic.   (5)  Each member

of u is the cartesian product of finitely many members of u^.   (6)  un consists

precisely of those members of fl the additive order of each element of which is

either infinite or a squarefree integer.

In §2 we shall prove (3)-(6).  (Statements (1) and (2) have essentially been

proved in [16, Theorems 1 and 2 and Lemma 2].)  The crucial step in establishing

(4) is to show that the center C of the topological quotient ring A of a special

basic ring of zero or prime characteristic contains a local "coefficient" subfield,

i.e., a subfield that is local for its induced topology and is mapped homeomor-

phically by the canonical epimorphism onto the residue field of C,   Essential

tools for this step are the theorems of I. S. Cohen on complete local noetherian

rings.

The structure of topological rings satisfying the above-listed conditions

(a)—(c) is given in §3.   The need for taking members of u rather than fl    as our

basic units, despite (5), arises from the fact that our structure theorems involve

not only the topological quotient rings of basic rings, but also the basic rings

themselves.   We obtain several generalizations of the structure theorem of

Goldman and Sah [7, Theorem 4.l] for locally compact, commutative, semisimple

rings with identity that have no proper open ideals.  We also characterize those

(not necessarily locally compact) topological rings with identity that are cartesian

products of finitely many finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological algebras over

R, C, or a local field; this theorem generalizes a structure theorem [13, Theorem

8] for locally compact rings whose center contains an invertible, topologically

nilpotent element.

2.  Topological quotient rings of basic rings.  We shall first establish asser-

tion (3) of §1.

Theorem 3.   Let A be the topological quotient ring of a basic ring B, let

Cg be the center of B, let m be the maximal ideal of C„, let p , ... , p   be
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the remaining prime ideals (namely, the prime ideals of the zero ideal) of C  , and

let C be the center of A.

Io.   C„ = C O B, and C (with its induced topology) is the topological quo-

tient ring of C_.

2°.   The only prime ideals of C are Cp., • • • , C£, and C)p. O C_ = p. for

all i e[l, r]; thus C is a zero-dimensional noetherian ring and hence is an

artinian ring.

3°.  A  ¿5 an artinian (noetherian) C-module; in particular, A  is a (left or

right) artinian (noetherian) ring.

4°.  A ¿5 complete.

5°.   Every C-submodule of A  is closed (in particular, every left or right ideal

of A is closed, and every ideal of the topological ring C is closed).

6°.   No proper C-submodule of A  is open (in particular, no proper left or

right ideal of A is open), and no proper ideal of the topological ring C is open.

7°.   Every cancellable element of A  is invertible.

Proof.   Since A is the total quotient ring of B, clearly C is the total quo-

tient ring of C_ and C C\ B = C_.   Therefore C_ is open in C, and hence the

topology induced on C by that of A makes C the topological quotient ring of

CB, since as we observed after Definition 2, the topology induced on C_ by that

of B is its natural topology.   Now C = S~  C„ where S = C_ - (JT_, P-» hence

C is a noetherian ring whose only prime ideals are Cfy, • • • , C\i, and C£). D

Cq = fy. for all i e[l, r] [17, p. 224]; therefore each Cp. is a maximal ideal.

Thus C is an artinian ring [17, Theorem 2, p. 203].

To prove 3°, it suffices by 2° to show that A is a finitely generated C-module.

But by definition, B is finitely generated over C„, and it is immediate that if

ö = Cßb1 + . •. + Cßb  , then A = Cb^ + . • • + Cb .  Since B is a strictly linearly

compact Cg-module by Theorem 1, B is complete, and hence as B is open in A,

A is also complete [l, Corollary 2, p. 46],   By [18, Theorem 9, p. 262], every

Cß-submodule of B is closed.   If M is a C-submodule of A, therefore, M n B is

is closed in B, so M is locally closed at zero, and consequently Al is closed

[l, Proposition 4, p. 18],

Let c be a cancellable element of Cfi contained in m (i.e., let c em -

U¿-1 t3!')*   Then c is invertible in C, and lim c" = 0.   Thus every open neigh-

borhood of zero in the topological ting C contains the invertible element c" for

some n; hence C is the only open ideal of the topological ring C.   Let Al be an

open C-submodule of A.   Given z e A, there exists n > 1  such that cnz e Al

since lim c"z = 0, so z = c~n(cnz) e CM C Al; hence Al = A.

Finally, let a be a cancellable element of A.   As A  is a left artinian ring,
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there exists n > 0 such that  Aa" = Aan+ , whence a" = ban*    fot some b £ A

and thus  1 = ba; similarly, as A  is a right artinian ring, a   is right invertible.

Theorem 4.   Let A be the topological quotient ring of a commutative, special

basic ring B, and let  p be the radical of (0) in B.   Then A is a noetherian pri-

mary ring whose unique prime ideal is Ap, and the field A/Ap, equipped with its

induced topology, is a local field.

Proof.   The first assertion follows from 2° and 3° of Theorem 3.  Since Ap is

closed but not open by 5° and 6° of Theorem 3, A/Ap is a Hausdorff, indiscrete

topological ring that algebraically is a field.   Since B is strictly linearly compact

by Theorem 1, its image in A/Ap, under the canonical epimorphism is an open,

strictly linearly compact subring of A/Ap.   Therefore A/Ap is a local field [16,

Theorem l].

Lemma 1.   Let A be the topological quotient ring of a commutative, special

basic ring B.   If B   is a subring of A that contains B and if B   is a finitely

generated B-module, then B   is a special basic ring and A  is the topological

quotient ring of B .

Proof.   Since B is open in B , B   is a semilocal noetherian ring, and its

induced topology is its natural topology [l4, Theorem 5].   As A is complete (4°,

Theorem 3) and as B   is open and hence closed in A, B    is complete.   Therefore

by a theorem of Chevalley [18, Corollary 2, p. 283], B   is the topological direct

sum of complete local rings; but as A  is local, A has no idempotents other than

0 and 1; hence B   is a local ring, and dim B' = 1 [18, Corollary 3, p. 291].  Since

m' n B = m, where m and m' are the maximal ideals of B and B' respectively

[17, Complement (2), p. 259], m' contains an invertible element of A, so m' is

not a prime ideal of the zero ideal of ß .   Thus B   is a basic ring.   Clearly A is

the topological quotient ring of B .   Therefore as A is local, B   is special by 2°

of Theorem 3.

Lemma 2.  // A is the topological quotient ring of a commutative, special

basic ring B, then A is the topological quotient ring of a commutative, special

basic ring B   that contains B and is mapped by the canonical epimorphism onto

the valuation ring of the residue field of A.

Proof.   Let m be the maximal ideal of B, p the radical of (0) in B, and <f>

the canonical epimorphism from A onto its residue field A/Ap,  Then <p{m) is

not the zero ideal of <f>(B), fot otherwise m C Ap n ß = p., a contradiction.  Thus

dim 4>(B) = 1, and in particular, <p(B) is not a field.  As <p is an open mapping,

the induced topology of <f>(B) is its natural topology, and 0(B) is complete since
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it is open and thus closed in A/A p.   By [14, Io of Theorem 6], the integral closure

V of <p(B) in A/A p. is a finitely generated <£(B)-module, and V is a local noetherian

domain whose induced topology is its natural topology; since dim V = dim <p(B) =

1 [18, Corollary 3, p. 29l], V is a discrete valuation ring [18, Corollary 1, p. 42],

Since V is open in A/A)p, the topology of A/Ap is given by the discrete valua-

tion associated to V, so V is the valuation ring of A/A\¡.

Let c., ..., c   e A be such that V = <p(B)[<pXcj), • • ■ , <f>{c )], and let B' =

B[cj, ... , c ].   Clearly (p(B') = V.   As V is a finitely generated (p(B)-module,

each <pXc,) is integral over <f>(B), whence as the kernel A p. of <p is nilpotent,

each c.   is integral over B.   Therefore B   is a finitely generated B-module.

The assertion consequently follows from Lemma 1.

If V is a discrete valuation ring, then the discrete topology and the natural

topology of V are the only Hausdorff linear topologies on V (i.e., Hausdorff

linear topologies on the V-module V), for if c generates the maximal ideal of

V, (Vcn)  a0 is a sequence consisting of all nonzero ideals of V.   Therefore any

algebraic isomorphism from one Hausdorff linearly topologized discrete valuation

ring onto another is a topological isomorphism if neither topology is discrete.

We recall that a subfield K of a local noetherian equicharacteristic ring A

is a coefficient field if K is mapped onto the residue field of A by the canonical

epimorphism.  Moreover, a subring C of a complete local noetherian ring A of

characteristic zero whose residue field has prime characteristic p is a coef-

ficient ring if C is a complete, discrete valuation ring whose maximal ideal is

generated by  p.l,   if the induced topology of C is its natural topology, and if

G is mapped onto the residue field of A by the canonical epimorphism.

Theorem 5.   // A  is the topological quotient ring of a commutative, special

basic ring and if the characteristic of A  is either zero or a prime, then there is

a subfield K of A that is a local field for its induced topology and is mapped

homeomorphically onto the residue field of A by the canonical epimorphism.

Proof.   By Lemma 2, A is the topological quotient ring of a special basic

ring B that is mapped onto the valuation ring V of the residue field of A by the

canonical epimorphism <f>.   Let m be the maximal ideal of B, p. the other prime

ideal of B; then A/A\¡ is the residue field of A.  The restriction <pß of <p to

B is thus an epimorphism from B onto V, and it induces an isomorphism <^ß

from the residue field B/m of B onto the residue field V/(p(m) of V suchthat

"<pB ° a = p o <f}„, where a and p are respectively the canonical epimorphisms

from B onto B/m and from V onto V/<p"(m ).  Since the maximal ideal A p. of A

is nilpotent, the characteristic of A/A p. is zero if the characteristic of A is.

Therefore B and V have the same characteristic.
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Case 1,   V is equicharacteristic (and hence also B is equicharacteristic).

By Cohen's theorem [6, Theorem 9], [12, (31.1)], B contains a subfield k mapped

onto B/m by o.   Thus <ji_ °o = p °<pB maps k isomorphically onto the residue

field V/<ß(m) of V, so the restriction 4>,  of <f> to k is an isomorphism from k

onto a coefficient field of V.  Since V is a complete, regular, local, one-

dimensional ring, there is a topological isomorphism F from the ring &[[X]] of

formal power series over k, equipped with its natural (i.e., X-adic) topology, onto

V that extends tAfc [6, Theorem 15], [12, (31.12)].  Let c e B be such that F(X) =

<f>(c).  Then c e m, so as B is complete for the m-adic topology,   (a cn)    . is

summable for any sequence (a ) ¿0 in k; thus S: X^_0 a   Xk \-* 2^_0 a ck is a

continuous epimorphism from &[[X]] onto a ¿-subalgebra ¿[[c]] of B.  Since F, S,

and the restriction ^iIT-]] of <f> to &[[c]] are continuous and since <p\rr il °S

and F agree on k and at X, we conclude that <Pi[[c]] °S = F.   Therefore as F

is an isomorphism, S is injective and 0t[[_]] is surjective, whence 0t[fc]l =

F ° S~    is an isomorphism from k[[c]] onto V.  The induced topologies of both

k[[c\] and V ate Hausdorff, linear, and not discrete, so 0l[[c]1 is a topological

isomorphism from k[[c]] onto V.  Moreover, as <£fe[[c]] is injective, k[[c]] nAp =

(0), so as A is local, k\[c]] has a quotient field K in A.   Since <£(&[[c]]) = V,

clearly <p(K) = A/Ap.   To show that the restriction of <p to K is a topological

isomorphism from K onto the local field A/Ap, therefore, it suffices to show that

k[[c\\ is open in K,   Since &[[c]] is a discrete valuation ring, £[[c]] is maximal

in the set of proper subrings of K [5, Proposition 6, p. 115]; but B O K is a

proper subring of K containing k[[c]] since c is not invertible in B; therefore

k[[c]] - B n K, so k[[c]] is open in K.

Case 2.   The characteristic of V is zero and the characteristic of V/<ß(m)

is a prime p.   By Cohen's theorem, B contains a coefficient ring C [6, Theorem

11], [12, (31-1)].   Let C„ = <p(C).  Since Ap is nilpotent, C nAp= (0), so the

restriction <f>    of 0 to C is an isomorphism from C onto C_.  Moreover, Cn

is not discrete, since the p-fold of the identity belongs to the maximal ideal of V

(and hence is a topological nilpotent) and to CQ.   Therefore <pc is a topological

isomorphism from C onto CQ; in particular, Cn is a complete, discrete valuation

ring and its induced topology is its natural topology.  Consequently, CQ is a

coefficient ring of V, fot V/<p(m) = p(V) = p(<pB(B)) = ^B(<r(B)) = ÍB(a(C)) =

p(<pB(C)) = p(C0).

Since C OAp«(0), C has a quotient field L  in A; let LQ be the quotient

field of GQ in A/Ap.  As in Case 1, since C and Cn are maximal in the set of

proper subrings of L and LQ respectively, B n L = C and V O LQ = CQ, so C

and Cn are open in L and LQ respectively; therefore L and LQ ate local fields

and the restriction <f>L  of <p" to L is a topological isomorphism from L onto Ln,
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Since V is a complete, local, one-dimensional noetherian domain, V is a finitely gen-

erated C0-module by a theorem of Cohen [6, Theorem 16], [12, (31.6)]. Let /Sj, • • •, ßn e

V be such that V = CQß l + • • • + C0ßn.   Then A/Ap . LQß1 + • • • + LQßn;

indeed, if a € A, then pma e B for some m > 0 since lim p"ß = 0, so <p(pma) =

yj/Sj + ... + ynj8n for suitable y. e CQ, whence <p(a) = {p~myl)ßl + • • ■ +

{p~my )ß   e L(jß1 + ... + LQß .   Let K be maximal in the set of all subfields

of A containing L.  Since the characteristic of A is zero, the coefficient fields

of A are precisely its maximal subfields [6, proof of Theorem 9]; thus qb{K) =

A/A p.  Let b. e K be such that <p(b) = ß..   Then K = Lbl + ... + Lbn, for if

z € K, then   $z) = <p(Cj) ß1 + • • • + <MC )ß    for suitable c . e L, and therefore

z - 1"_lc b. eK nAp= (0).   The induced topology on K thus makes K a finite-

dimensional Hausdorff vector space over the local field L ; as 0L is a topological

isomorphism from L onto LQ, therefore, it follows from [3, Corollary 2, p. 19]

that the restriction of <f> to K is a topological isomorphism from K onto A/A p.

A Cohen algebra is a local algebra whose maximal ideal has codimension

one.

Theorem 6.   Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity.   The fol-

lowing statements are equivalent:

Io. A  is the topological quotient ring of a special basic ring, and the char-

acteristic of A  is either zero or a prime.

2°.   A  is a finite-dimensional topological algebra overa local field K, and

the center of A is a Cohen subalgebra.

3°.   A  is a finite-dimensional topological algebra overa local field K, and

the center of A  is a local subalgebra.

Proof.   Let C be the center of A.   Assume Io.   By Io of Theorem 3 and by

Theorem 5, C contains a subfield K that is local for its induced topology and is

mapped homeomorphically onto the residue field of C by the canonical epimor-

phism.   Thus C is à Cohen algebra over K.   Since the maximal ideal of C is

finitely generated and nilpotent (Theorem 4), C is finitely generated over K.

Since A  is a finitely generated C-module (3°, Theorem 3), therefore, A is a

finite-dimensional K-algebta,   Thus 2° holds.

Assume 3°, and let V be the valuation ring of K.   As in the proof of [16,

Theorem 2], there is a basis f. = 1, /,,..., /    of the K-vector space A such

that B = V/j + ... + Vf    is an open subring, the open ideals of B form a funda-

mental system of neighborhoods of zero, and B  is a strictly linearly compact

V-module.   The center Cß of B is contained in C; indeed, if x e Cß and if

y e A, there exists a nonzero scalar A e V such that Ay e B since B is open,

so Xxy = x(\y) = (\y)x = kyx, and therefore xy = yx.   Consequently, C    = C O B.
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As   V   is noetherian,  B   is a noetherian   V-module, so  Cß   is also a noetherian

V-module and hence a noetherian ring; moreover, as C ß is closed in B, Cß is a

strictly linearly compact V-module and hence is a strictly linearly compact ring.

Therefore by [4, Exercise 5(a), p. 117], Cß is a complete, semilocal noetherian

ring, and its induced topology is its natural topology.   But since C is local, C

has no idempotents other than 0 and 1, so Cß is à local ring by [18, Corollary 2,

p. 283].   As Cß is finitely generated and thus integral over V, dim Cß = dim V

= 1, and the maximal ideal m of Cß  intersects V in its maximal ideal; as each

nonzero element of V is invertible in A, therefore, inV contains invertible

elements of A and hence cancellable elements of C     so m is not a prime ideal

of (0) in Cß.  Thus Io of Definition 2 holds for B.

Since B is a noetherian V-module, B is also a noetherian Cß-module.   By

[15, Theorem 13, 2°and 7°], the topology of B is stronger than the m-adic topol-

ogy, which is Hausdorff [17, p. 253]; since the topology of B is strictly linearly

compact and therefore a minimal Hausdorff linear topology, it consequently is the

natural m-adic topology.  Thus 2° of Definition 2 holds for B.

Now A  is contained in the total quotient ring of B, for if z £ A, there is a

nonzero scalar A e V such that Az e B as B is open, whence z = A~ (Az) be-

longs to the total quotient ring of B.  The same argument establishes that C is

contained in the total quotient ring of C„ = C (~\ B.   Therefore if c is a cancel-

lable element of Cß, then c is cancellable in C, so c is invertible in C (and

also in A) as C is a finite-dimensional algebra over a field, and in particular,

c is cancellable in B.   Thus A is the total quotient ring of B, and 3° of Defini-

tion 2 holds for B.   Moreover, the local ring C is also the topological quotient

ring of CB, so Cß is special by 2° of Theorem 3.

Theorem 7.   // A  is the topological quotient ring of a basic ring B, then A

is the topological direct sum of finitely many ideals, each the topological quo-

tient ring of a special basic ring.

Proof.   Let C be the center of A,  Cß the center of B.   By 3° of Theorem 3

applied to C and by [17, Theorem 3, p. 205], there exist orthogonal idempotents

e., ..., e   in C such that ^r_j e ■ = 1 and each Ce,   is a noetherian primary

ring.   Thus A is the topological direct sum of the ideals Ae^, ..., Ae , since

the associated projections p, : x H» xe    ate continuous (and open).  We shall

show that Be    is a special basic ring and that Ae,   is the topological quotient

ring of Be,.

Let m be the maximal ideal of C   .   The restriction of p,   to C    is an

epimorphism from C     onto Ce    that clearly takes cancellable elements into

cancellable elements; hence Cße    is a local noetherian ring, dim C„e   < 1,
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and the maximal ideal me    of Cße    contains cancellable elements and hence is

not a prime ideal of the zero ideal of Cße  j therefore dim Cße   = 1 and the prime

ideals of the zero ideal of Cße    are all isolated, since me.   is not one of them.

Since p,   is continuous and open, Be    is open in Ae    and (m"Be.)    ,  is a funda-

mental system of neighborhoods of zero in Ae  .   But clearly m"Be   = mne,Be   =

(me )*Be,, so the topology of the (Cße )-module Be    is its (me,)-adic topology.

As A is complete, so is Ae  , and therefore also the open subring Be    of Ae    is

complete.  Moreover, Be,   is a finitely generated   (C  e, )-module since B is a

finitely generated Cß-module.   Therefore the topology induced on any (C  e )-

submodule of Be    is its (me.)-adic topology [18, Theorem 4, p. 254], and the

submodule is closed and hence complete for that topology [18, Theorem 9, p. 262],

In particular, the topology induced on C   e    is its natural (me ,)-adic topology,

and Cße    is complete for that topology.   Therefore Cße,   is a commutative basic

ring.

We observed above that if y is a cancellable element of Cg, then ye,   is

cancellable in Cße  ; therefore as C is the total quotient ring of Cß = C O B,

Ce,   is contained in the total quotient ring of Cße,.   To show that Ce,   is the

total quotient ring of Cße,, it consequently suffices to show that a cancellable

element d    of Gße    is invertible in Ce,.   Let

d = d, + E e . e C.

Suppose that xd - 0, where x e C-,   Then as xd = xd   + 2 ,,,re ., we conclude

that xe. = 0 for all /* ¡¿ k and xd   = xd e, = 0 since C is the direct sum of

Ce , ... , Ce .   But then xe   = 0 since xe d   = xd, = 0 and since d    is cancel-

lable in C_e     so consequently x = 0.   Thus xd ¿ 0 for all nonzero elements x

of C   • hence yd ¿ 0 for all nonzero elements y of the total quotient ring C of

C   ; therefore d is a cancellable and hence invertible element of C, so d, = de,

is an invertible element of Ce,.   Consequently, Ce,   is the total quotient ring of

Cße,.  Since the restriction of p.  to C is the projection onto Ce,, an open con-

tinuous epimorphism, G"ße,   is open in Ce,.   Therefore Ce    is the topological

quotient ring of the basic ring C „e  .   But as Ce    has only one prime ideal,

C„e    is special by 2° of Theorem 3, applied to Ce.   and Cße  .

The center C,   of Be    clearly contains Cße,   and hence is a (Cße,)-

submodule of Be..   As Be,   is a noetherian (Cße .)-module, therefore, so is C,.

Consequently by Lemma 1, C    is a special basic ring for its induced topology.

But also, as we saw earlier, the induced topology of the (Cße )-module C,   is

its (me )-adic topology.   Hence if Tt    is the maximal ideal of C,, there exists

s > 1 such that tt£ Ç mefeCfe C nfe, whence n^ßefe Ç mBek - nfeßefe' conseiluently
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nl'Bfc Ç m'Bek - n'kBek *or a1^ ' > 1, so the topology of the C^-module Befe is

its u.-adic topology.   Thus Ioand 2°of Definition 2 hold for Be,.

To show that C, Ç C, it suffices to show that if x £ Ck and if y £ B, then

xy = yx; but xy = (xefe)y = «(ye^) = (ye^)* = yx.  Hence Ck = C^ CCe^. If   y

is a cancellable element of C„, then as we have seen, ye,  is cancellable in

C„e,, thus invertible in the total quotient ring Ce,  of Cße,  and hence in Ae.,

and in particular cancellable in C,.  Therefore Ae,  is contained in the total

quotient ring of Be^.  To complete the proof that 3° of Definition 2 holds for Befe

and that Aefe is the topological quotient ring of Befe, it therefore suffices to prove

that every cancellable element g of C,  is invertible in Ae,.   Let c,  be a can-

cellable element of Cßek belonging to tnefe; then as g £ Cek, as lim ¿Tg = 0,

and as  Cße,  is open in Ce,, there exists m > 1 such that c?*g e Cße,.  Thus

c^g is a cancellable element of Cße,, so as we proved earlier, c?g is invertible

in Ce,, whence g is invertible in Ce,  and hence also in Ae,.

The characteristic of a local ring C is either zero or a power of a prime.

Indeed, if the characteristic of C were rs where r and s are relatively prime,

then   r.l and 5.1 would be zero-divisors and hence  would belong to the max-

imal ideal of C, so the identity element of C would also belong to its maximal

ideal since there exist integers m and n such that 1 = mr + ns.  Consequently,

from Theorems 6 and 7 we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 8.   Let A be a topological ring.   The following statements are

equivalent:

Io.   A is the topological direct sum of finitely many ideals, each a finite-

dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra with identity over a local field.

2°.   A is the topological direct sum of finitely many ideals, each the topo-

logical quotient ring of a basic ring, and the additive order of each element of

A is either infinite or a squarefree integer.

3°.   A is the topological direct sum of finitely many ideals, each a finite-

dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra with identity over a local field whose

center is a Cohen subalgebra.

3.  The structure theorems.  To identify those locally centrally linearly com-

pact rings that are topological quotient rings of basic rings, we shall need the

following lemma:

Lemma 3.   // B is an open subring of a topological ring A with identity, and

if the center C of A is a topological ring having no proper open ideals, then the

center Cß of B is B C\ C.

Proof.  Clearly B H CÇ Cß.  To show that Cß Ç ß n C, it suffices to prove
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that ii c e Cß and if  a e A, then ac = ca.  Since B is open, V = \x e A: xa e B]

is a neighborhood of zero in A.   Let W be the annihilator in C of ac - ca.   Then

W contains V C\C and hence is an open ideal of C, for if x e V n C, then (xa)c

= c(xa) = (cx)a = (xc)a since xa e B, c e Cß, and x e C.   By hypothesis, therefore,

W = C, so 1 elf, and consequently ca = ac.

Theorem 9.   Le/ A be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity, let C be

the center of A, and let B be an open subring of A that contains 1.   Then B is

a basic topological ring and A is the topological quotient ring of B if and only

if C is a topological ring that has no proper open ideals and B is a centrally

linearly compact subring whose center Cß is a local ring.

Proof.   The condition is necessary by Theorem 1, 6° of Theorem 3, and

Definition 2.

Sufficiency.   By Lemma 3, C    = B n C; in particular, C_  is an open subring

of C.   Let m be the maximal ideal of Cß.   (a)   C„ is a strictly linearly compact

ring, and m is open in C   .   Indeed, C     is a closed submodule of the Cß-module

B and hence is a strictly linearly compact ring.   As the open ideals of Cß form

a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for its induced Hausdorff topology,

m is open in C„.

(b) m is a finitely generated ideal of C„.   As m is open in Cß and hence

in C, Cm is an open ideal of C, so Cm = C, and therefore there exist c., ... ,

c   e C and b,, • • • , b   em such that c b, + — + c b   =1.  Let b be the ideal
n In 11 n   n

C„b   + ... + C„b    of C- then b is open, for if b = {x e B: xc. e B, 1< i < n\,

then b is an open left ideal of B, so b n Cß is an open ideal of C„ contained

in  6 (for if x e b n Cß, then xc. e Cß for each i £ [l, n], whence x = (xc^b. +

... + (xc )b   e f>).   As C„ is strictly linearly compact, C  /i> is an artinian

Cß-module and hence a commutative artinian ring.   Consequently, Cß/i> is noe-

therian, so m/b is finitely generated, i.e., there exist m , — , m   em such

that m = C„m. + — + C„m  + fc.   As b is finitely generated, therefore, so is m,

(c) C„ is a complete local noetherian ring whose topology is its natural

topology.  If o is an open ideal of Cß, then m"C o for some n > 1; indeed, as

Cß is strictly linearly compact, Gß/o is an artinian C-module and hence is a

local artinian ring; the maximal ideal m/o of Cß/o is therefore nilpotent, so

m" C o for some n, whence m" C o.   Consequently, the induced topology of Cß

is weaker than its natural topology, and m"0.., m" = (0).   The assertion therefore

follows from (a), (b), and [15, Theorem 12],

(d) C is a noetherian ring all of whose ideals are closed.   Let a be an ideal

of C.  By (c) and [18, Theorem 9, p. 262], a CiC    is closed in Cß.   As Cß is

open in C, therefore, a is locally closed at zero and hence is a closed ideal
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[l, Proposition 4, p. 18].   Moreover, as C has no proper open ideals, C(a n C_)

= a[7, Proposition 1.3].   By (c), there exist Xj, ..., x   eanC. such that

a nCß = Cßx1 + ... + Cßx , whence a = C(a OCß) = Cxj + ... + Cx .

(e) C is an artinian ring.   By (d) and [17, Theorem 2, p. 203], it suffices to

show that a prime ideal  p of C is maximal.   Let <f> be the canonical epimorphism

from C onto C/p, a Hausdorff integral domain by (d).   Then <rXCß) is a strictly

linearly compact C_-module and hence is clearly a strictly linearly compact

ring; also <b(Cß) is local and noetherian by (c); therefore the topology of <p{Cß)

is its natural topology [A, Exercise 5(a), p. 117], and <f>(Cß) is consequently

complete for that topology.   In particular, <f>(Cß) is   not a field, for in the con-

trary case its topology would be discrete, so p O Cß would be open in C_ and

hence in C, since the canonical isomorphism from Cß/(p OCJ onto <7j(Cß) is

continuous, and therefore  p would be open in C , in contradiction to our hypothe-

sis.  Moreover, C/p has no proper open ideals, for if o were a proper open ideal

of C/p, <f>~ (a) would be a proper open ideal of C.   Thus by Io of [14, Theorem

6], C/p is not integral over cß(Cß), so by 2° of [14, Theorem 6], C/p is a field,

i.e., p is maximal.

(f) There is an invertible element c of C belonging to m.  By (e) and [17,

Theorem 3, p. 205], C has only finitely many maximal ideals.  Since each max-

imal ideal of C is closed but not open by (d), the union of the maximal ideals of

C is a closed set having no interior point [2, Proposition 1, p. 107], so the set

G of invertible elements of C is open and dense. Thus as m is open, G n m 4 0>

(g) B  satisfies Io of Definition 2, i.e., Cß is a basic ring.   Clearly C„c

Cm.  Since c is an invertible element of C belonging to m and since C_ is

open in C, Cßc is an open ideal of C„, hence Cßc contains mn for some

n > 1 by (c), so Cßc is primary for m and thus dim C_ < 1.   Moreover, c is

cancellable in Cß and hence does not belong to a prime ideal of the zero ideal

of Cß.   Therefore dim Cß = 1 and the prime ideals of the zero ideal of C„ are

all isolated since m is not among them.   Thus by (c), Cfl is a basic ring.

(h)  A is the total quotient ring of B, and 3° of Definition 2 holds for B.

First, A is contained in the total quotient ring of B, for if z £ A, then cnz £ B

for some n > 1 since lim cnz - 0, so z = c~"(c"z) is the quotient of an element

of B and a cancellable element of Cß.   We need only prove, therefore, that a

cancellable element d of Cß is invertible in C (and hence invertible in A and

cancellable in B).   We may assume that d is not invertible in Cß, i.e., that

dem.   By (g), m is the only prime ideal of C ß containing d, so dC ß is primary

for m and hence is open in C     and therefore also in C.   The ideal dC of C

generated by dCß  is consequently open in C, so dC = C by hypothesis, whence

d is invertible in C.   To complete the proof of the theorem, therefore, we need

only prove that 2° of Definition 2 holds for B.
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(i)  The topology of B is its natural topology as a Cß-module.   First we

shall show that m*B is open.  By (c) and Definition 1, there is an open left ideal

a of B such that a nC. C m".   Then as  a <^Cß is open in C, (a O Cß)C is an

open ideal of C, so (a nC„)C = C, and consequently there exist flj, ••« , a   €

a OCß, c., •■• , c   eC such that «jCj + ... + a^c^ = 1.  Now b = \x e B:

c je e B, I < i <s] is an open right ideal of B contained in m"B, for if x e b,

then x = aj(cjx) + ... + ag(csx) e (a n Cß)B C m"B.  Therefore m*B is open.  On

the other hand, if o is an open left ideal of B, then o O Cß D m* for some & > 1

by (c), so mkB = Bm* C Bo= o.   Therefore (mr'B)    . is a fundamental system

of neighborhoods of zero. _

(j)  B is a noetherian Cß-module.   By (i), n°°_i m*B = (0).   Therefore by

(a), (b), (i), and [15, Theorem ll], mß is a finitely generated Cß-submodule.

Also as B is a strictly linearly compact Cß-module, B/mB is an artinian Cß-

module by (i); regarded as a vector space over Cß/m, therefore, B/mB is artin-

ian, thus finite-dimensional, and hence noetherian.   Consequently, B/mB is a

noetherian Cß-module.  As mB is a finitely generated module over Cß, a noe-

therian ring, we conclude that mB is also a noetherian Cß-module.  Consequent-

ly, B itself is a noetherian Cß-module.

Lemma 4.  // A is a locally centrally linearly compact ring with identity

and if the center C of A is a topological ring having no proper open ideals,

then there is an open, centrally linearly compact subring B of A that contains  1.

Proof.   By hypothesis, A contains an open, centrally linearly compact sub-

ring ß'.   Let B be the subring of A generated by B' and 1.   Every left ideal

d of B' is also a left ideal of B, for Va   = \b e A: b&C a| is a subring of A

that contains B   and 1 and hence contains B.   Thus every open left ideal of B

is an open left ideal of B, so the open left ideals of B form a fundamental system of

neighborhoods of zero.  By hypothesis, the ideal of C generated by B' n C is C, i.e.,

C = (B  n C)C.   In particular, there exist *,, ... ,x   eB1C\ C and c., ... , c   eC such

that 1 =*lcl + ••' +x„c„'  Since BCVB,, tot any b e B we have b = (bxl)cl +

• • • + (bxn)cn e B'cj + ... + B'c^,   Since B' is a strictly linearly compact module

over its center Cß/ ,ßcj + — + B c    is also a strictly linearly compact C   , -

module, for it is continuous homomorphic image of the Cß,-module B ".   Conse-

quently, as ß is an open and thus closed Cß, -submodule ofß c .+••• + B c ,

B is strictly linear compact over Cß, .   As the open left ideals of B  form a

fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero, therefore, B  is also strictly linear-

ly compact over its center.   Thus ß  is an open, centrally linearly compact sub-

ring that contains 1.

We recall that if (A   )     r is a family of topological rings and if, for each
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y eT, B     is an open subring of A    , the local direct product of {Ay)yeV relative

to (B   )   eT *s tne subring D of U   etA     consisting of all (Xy) such that xy £

By for all but finitely many yeT, equipped with the topology obtained by de-

claring the open neighborhoods of zero in Il-,€rBy (equipped with the cartesian

product topology) a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in D.   It is easy

to verify that D is a topological ring, that the canonical injection from A     into

D is a topological isomorphism from A     onto an ideal of D, and that the projec-

tion from D onto A     is a continuous open epimorphism.  It is also apparent that

D = RyeTBy + ©rer^7» where ®yeTAy iS the direct sum of (Ay)yeT, con-

sisting of all (x  ) such that x    = 0 for all but finitely many y £ T.

Our structure theorem for a locally centrally linearly compact ring with identity

whose center is a topological ring without proper open ideals is the following:

Theorem 10.   Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity.   The fol-

lowing statements are equivalent:

Io.   A is locally centrally linearly compact, and the center C of A is a topo-

logical ring having no proper open ideals.

2°.  A is topologically isomorphic to the local direct product of (A   )     r

relative to (By)yef, where for each y £ T,  By is a basic topological ring and

Ay is the topological quotient ring of B  .

Moreover, if the additive order of each element of A  is either infinite or

squarefree, then each Ay is the topological direct sum of finitely many ideals,

each a finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra with identity over a local

field whose center is a Cohen subalgebra.

Proof.   Assume Io.   By Lemma 4, there is an open, centrally linearly compact

subring ß of A such that 1 £ B,  By Lemma 3, the center of B is ß O C.  Thus

B C\ C is a strictly linearly compact commutative ring with identity, so ß H C is

topologically isomorphic to the cartesian product of strictly linearly compact local

rings [4, Exercise 21(d), p. 112],   Thus B Ci C contains a summable orthogonal

family (ey)yer °^ idempotents such that Syere     = 1 and for each y e T,

(B O C)e     is a local, strictly linearly compact ring.  Clearly Ce     is the center

of the ring Ae   ,  Be    = B n Ae     and hence Be     is open in Ae    , and Be    D

Ce     is the local ring (ß n C)e    .   As x H» xey is a continuous epimorphism

from C onto Ce   , the topological ring Ce     has no proper open ideals.  There-

fore by Lemma 3, the center of Be     is the local ring Be    f~l Ce    = (B O C)e   .

Since the intersection of an open left ideal of B with Be    is an open left ideal

of Be    , the open left ideals of Be     form a fundamental system of neighborhoods

of zero for the induced topology of Be   .   Since the (B n C)-module Be     is a

continuous homomorphic image of the (B n C)-module B, the former module is
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strictly linearly compact; however, as e     e C, the (B n C)-submodules of Be

coincide with the (B n C)e   -submodules of Be   ; consequently, the (B f\C)e   •

module Be    , with its induced topology, is strictly linearly compact.   Therefore

Be     is an open, centrally linearly compact subring of Ae   .   By Theorem 9, Be

is a basic topological ring, and Ae     is the topological quotient ring of Be   .

We shall next establish that F: x t-> (xe )     „ell      (Ae ) is a topological isomor-

phism from A onto the local direct product D of (^Orer relative to {Be)   ey If a e

T and if x e Aea, then F(x) = (x ), where *a = x and *    = 0   if  y 4 &.

Thus F(A) 3 ®yeTAey.   For the same reason, ©r<rrßer Ç F(ß) C li^rtße.y).

Since F is clearly continuous, F(B) is a linearly compact (B H C)-module and

hence is complete; as ©repße     is dense in Hyer(Be), therefore, F(B) =

Uyer(Bey).  Consequently, F(A) D nrer(ßey)+ ®yerAey = D.   ForeachxeA,

the family («   )   £ r is summable and 2xe    = x2e    = x; consequently, xe    e

ß n Ae    = Be     for all but finitely many y eT; therefore F(x) e D.  Consequently,

F(A) = D.   Moreover, F is an isomorphism from A  onto D, fot if F(x) = 0, then

xe    = 0 for all y e T, so x = x2e    = 2xe    = 0.   Since the restriction Fß of F

to B  is a continuous isomorphism from the (B O C)-module ß  onto the (B O Ci-

module Il   ep(ße   ), and since the (B O C)-module B is strictly linearly compact,

FB  is a topological isomorphism by the definition   of a strictly linearly compact

module.   Consequently by the definition of the topology of D, F is a topological

isomorphism from A to D.

Assume 2°, and let D be the local direct product of (A   )     r relative to

(B.,).,eF.   Let B = II     j-B    , and let C     be the center of Ay .   Clearly the center

C of D is (Uy€ÏCy) HD, so ß nC = nyer(ßyn Cy).   By 6° of Theorem 3,

each C-, is a topological ring having no proper open ideals.   Let o be an open

ideal of C.   For each y e T, the projection oy of D on A     is an open ideal of

C   , so Oy = C   .   Since C = (IT epC  ) n D, therefore, an easy argument estab-

lishes that  o = C.   Consequently, C is a topological ring having no proper open

ideals.   By Lemma 3, the center of each B      is B   O C   , and the center of B

is B n C.   For each a e V, Ba admits the structure of a (B O C)-module under the

scalar multiplication (x  ) • y = x^, and the (B O C)-submodules of Ba are

identical with the (ßa nCa)-submodules of Ba.   Therefore as Ba is a strictly

linearly compact (ßa O Ca)-module, it is also a strictly linearly compact (B n C)-

module.  Hence B is a strictly linearly compact (B n C)-module [11, Theorem 5].

Since the open left ideals of ß     form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of

zero in B     lot each y eT, the open left ¡deals of ß clearly form a fundamental

system of neighborhoods of zero in B.   Thus D  is locally centrally linearly com-

pact, and Io holds.

We wish to extend Theorem 10 to allow for a connected factor.   For this, we

need the following three lemmas:
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Lemma 5.   // E is a locally compact, connected, unitary left [right] topological

module over a locally centrally linearly compact ring A with identity whose center

is a topological ring having no proper open ideals, then E = (0).

Proof.   By Theorem 10, there are an orthogonal summable family (ey)„ep of

central idempotents and an open subring B containing 1 such that Se    = 1,

Be    is a basic ring, and Ae    is the topological quotient ring of Be   .  Assume

that E is a nonzero left topological A-module.   If x is a nonzero element of E,

then x = 1 • x = S(e   • x), so there exists a e T such that e a> E 4 (0).  Decom-

posing Ae    in accordance with Theorem 7, we may assume further that Be a is a

special basic ring.  Now e • E  is connected since it is a continuous image of

E; ea' E  is also closed in E and hence is locally compact, for if J is a filter

on e • E  converging to x £ E, then   ea. y converges to ea. x, but ea- J = Ï,

whence x = ea. x£ea. E.   Consequently, M - e  • F   is a nonzero, connected,

locally compact, unitary topological module over the center Ca of Ae0, and Ca

is a local artinian ring (or equivalently, a noetherian primary ring) by 2° of

Theorem 3.   Let m be the maximal ideal of Ca.   By Theorem 4, Ca/m is a local

field.   As m is nilpotent, there is a smallest natural number r such that mr. M

is properly contained in Af.   Thus M  = M/m  . M   is a nonzero, locally compact,

connected topological vector space over the local field C/m, for by continuity,

m • M = m . mr_    . M C mr. M.   Consequently, M    is finite dimensional over

C/m [3, Theorem 3, p. 20], so the connected space M   is topologically isomor-

phic to the totally disconnected space (C/m)5 for some s > 0 [3, Theorem 2,

p. 18], a contradiction.

We are indebted to John S. Cook for a discussion concerning the proof of the

following lemma:

Lemma 6.   Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring, and let c be the connected

component of zero.   If A has a left [right] identity, if C is locally compact and

not the zero ideal, and if A/c is a locally centrally linearly compact ring with

identity whose center is a topological ring having no proper open ideals, then

C is a finite-dimensional topological algebra over R, the right [left] annihilator

of C in o is (0), and C contains a nonzero idempotent.

Proof.   We assume that A has a left identity element e; let (f> be the can-

onical epimorphism from A onto A/c.   By the Jacobson-Taussky theorem [13,

Theorem 5], c contains a connected, compact ideal I) such that c6> = (0) and

o/i) is a finite-dimensional topological algebra over R.   Since A/c is a ring with

identity, its identity element is <f>(e).  Therefore as C§ = (0), § is a topological

unitary left module over A/c.   By Lemma 5, £) = (0); therefore c is a finite-

dimensional topological algebra over R.   Let a = \x e c: Cx - (0)j.   Clearly a
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is a closed ideal of A ; also a is clearly a subspace of the R-algebra C and hence

is connected.   Therefore as ca = (0), a is a topological unitary left module over

A/c, so a= (0) by Lemma 5.

Consequently, the right regular representation R: c K-» R    from C into

End„(c), where Rc is defined by RCM =xc fot all x £ C, is an antimonomor-

phism.   As C is a finite-dimensional algebra, its radical is nilpotent, so C is

not a radical ring as <X= (0), and consequently C contains a nonnilpotent element

«.   The sequence (^"(c))nai of subspaces of C is decreasing, and hence for

some m, Rum(0 = R™ (c) = R*(c) = R s(c) fot all s > m.   Let v = um, and let

M = R (c).   Then M is the range of R ,  M 4 (0) since u is not nilpotent, and

R (M) = R  2í„(c) = A1.   Consequently, the restriction t\,  of R    to M is an auto-

morphism of the R-vector space M.   Therefore, the characteristic polynomial

X" + ... + djX + an  of vM has a nonzero constant term a.n.   Let p =

-a~\vn +'" + a^v).    Then p £ C, R(c) C M, and by the Cay ley-Hamilton theo-

rem, the restriction of R    to M is the identity linear operator.  Hence R    is a

projection on M, so as R is an antimonomorphism, p is a nonzero idempotent.

Lemma 7.   Lei A a«/ A' £>e topological rings with identity elements 1 and

1 , ««/ let <f> be a continuous homomorphism from A  into A   such that <ß(l) = 1 .

// C is a subring of A containing 1 such that the topological ring C contains

no proper open ideals and if C   is a subring of A   containing <h(C), then the

topological ring C' contains no proper open ideals.

Proof. Let o' be an open ideal of C . There exists an open set U in A

such that U' C\ C' = a'. Moreover, <f>~ (U1) C\C is an (open) ideal of C; indeed,

if x £ C and y e <p"1W') O C, then <b(x) £ <f>(C) C C and <f>(y) £ <f>(<p-Hi/') n C)
C l/' O C' = o', so <p(xy) = <f>(x)<h(y) £ C'a' = o', whence xy £ <p-l(U' C\ C') O C C

<ß~l(U') nC; similarly, if x, y £ (p-\u') n C, then x -y e (¿"Hi/') O C. Con-

sequently, <p-\u') O C = C, so 1 e C C <p—l(U'), whence l' = 0(1) £[/'nC' =

o', and therefore o' = C .

For convenience, let us call a topological ring A an S-ring if A is a

Hausdorff topological ring with identity, if the connected component C of zero

in A is locally compact, and if either A = C or A/c is locally centrally linearly

compact.   Thus the topological rings satisfying (a)—(c) of §1 are precisely the

5-rings whose centers are topological rings having no proper open ideals.  Here

is our structure theorem for such rings:

Theorem 11.   Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity, and let

C be the connected component of zero in A.   The following statements are

equivalent:
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Io.  A is an S-ring, and the center of A  is a topological ring having no proper

open ideals.

2°.   A is an S-ring, and the center of A/c is a topological ring having no

proper open ideals.

3°.  A is topologically isomorphic to A j x ■ • • x A   x D (« > 0), where each

A. is a finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra with identity over R or

C whose center is a Cohen subalgebra, and where either D = (o) or D is the local

direct product of topological rings (A  )     r relative to (B  )yeT, where for each

y e r, B    is a basic topological ring and A     is the topological quotient ring of

Br
Moreover, the final statement of Theorem 10 pertains.

Proof. Assuming that c is a proper ideal of A and applying Lemma 7 to the

centers C and C of A and A/c respectively and to the canonical epimorphism

<p from A  onto A/c, we conclude that Io implies 2°.

To show that 2° implies 3°, we may assume by Theorem 10, that C ¡4 (0). We

shall first prove that c contains an identity element.  The assertion holds by

hypothesis if A = C, so we shall assume that A/c ¡= (0).   By Lemma 6, c is a

finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra over R and the left annihilator

of C in C is (0); therefore the left regular representation L: c (-» L    from C into

EndR(c), where L^ is defined by Lj<x) = ex fot all x e C, is a monomorphism.

Let e be an idempotent in c such that L (c) is maximal in the set of all the

subspaces L Ac) where p is an idempotent of C.

Suppose that (1 - e)c j£ (0).  Let  <p* be the restriction of <p to (1 - e)A, and

let n be the continuous open epimorphism x (-» (l - e)x from the additive topo-

logical group A onto the additive topological group (1 - e)A,  Since e e 0, <p =

<f> n; therefore as both <p and n are continuous and open, ^   is a continuous open

epimorphism from (1 - e)A onto A/c.  The kernel of <p' is (1 - e)A O C = (1 - e)c;

therefore (1 - e)A/(l - e)c is topologically isomorphic to A/c.  Clearly (1 - e)c

is closed in c and hence is locally compact; (1 - e)c is the continuous image of

a connected set and hence is connected; as the connected component of zero in

(1 - e)A is clearly contained in (1 - e)A n c, therefore, we conclude that (1 - e)c

is the connected component of zero in (1 - e)A.   By Lemma 6 applied to (I - e)A,

which has the left identity 1 - e, (1 - e)c has a nonzero idempotent /.  As / =

(1 - e)f, ef = 0.  Let Al = Lp(c), N = Lf(c), and let g = e + /.  Then L (c) C

Al + N; however, as ef = 0, L (m - L im)) = m for each m e Al, and L (n) = n'81 ' 8

for each n e N.  The restriction of L    to M + N is therefore an automorphism of

the R-vector space M + N.  Applying the Cayley-Hamilton theorem as in the proof

of Lemma 6, we conclude that there is an idempotent h in c such that L,  is
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a projection on M + N,  Since M n N = (0) (as ef = 0) and since N 4 (0), we thus

obtain a contradiction.

Therefore (1 - e)c = (0), so L    is the identity linear operator on C, and

consequently e is the identity element of C.   Moreover, e is a central idempotent

of A, for if x £ A, then ex and xe belong to C, so ex = (ex)e = e(xe) = xe.   Con-

sequently, A is the topological direct sum of the ideals Ae = C and A(l - e),

which is topologically isomorphic to A/c.   Therefore 3°holds by Theorem 10 and

a remark of §1 concerning finite-dimensional algebras with identity (for if A is a

finite-dimensional local R-algebra, by the proof of Cohen's theorem [6, Theorem 9l,

R • 1 is contained in a coefficient field that is a finite-dimensional topological R-

algebra and hence is topologically isomorphic to R or C).

Since the center of a cartesian product of rings is the cartesian product of

their centers, it is easy to see that 3° implies Io by Theorem 10.

To apply Theorem 11 to locally compact rings, we need the following lemma:

Lemma 8.   Let A be the topological quotient ring of a basic ring B.   The

following statements are equivalent:

Io,  A is locally compact.

2°.  B  is compact.

3°.   The residue field of the center of B  is finite.

Furthermore, if B  is special, the following statement is equivalent to Io—3°:

4°.   The residue field of the center C of A  is a locally compact field.

Proof.   Let m be the maximal ideal of the center Cß of B.  If B is compact,

then the residue field Cß/m of Cß  is compact and discrete and hence is finite.

Conversely, assume that Cß/m is finite.   Then for each n > 1, m"/m"+    is

finite since it is a finite-dimensional (Cß/m)-vector space.   By induction, Cß/mr

is finite for all r > 1; hence C     is precompact.   As Cß is complete, therefore,

C„ is compact.  Thus 2° and 3° are equivalent.

Clearly 2° implies Io.   If Io holds, then m"B is compact for some n > 1, so

m"B/m"+ ß is compact and discrete and hence is finite.   But since B is not

discrete, m"B/mn+ ß is a nonzero vector space over Cß/m, so Cß/m is finite.

Thus Io implies 3°.

Finally, assume that B is special.   Clearly Io implies 4°.   Assume 4°, and

let <p be the canonical epimorphism from C onto its residue field K, a local

field by Theorem 4.   By Lemma 2, <fi(Cß) is contained in the valuation ring V

of K, which is compact by hypothesis.   Let ÏÎ be the maximal ideal of V, and

let Tt= qt>~ (31) O Cß.   Then C  /n is isomorphic to a subring of V/Sl, a finite

field, so Cß/rt is a finite field; hence rt= m and 3° holds.

Theorem 12.   Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity.   The

following statements are equivalent:
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Io.  A  is a locally compact ring whose center is a topological ring having no

proper open ideals.

2°.   A is topologically isomorphic to A, x • • • x A   x D (n > 0), where each

A . is a finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra over R or C whose center

is a Cohen subalgebra, and where either D = (0) or D is the local direct product

of topological rings (A   )yer relative to (By)yefi where for each y e V, B     is

a compact basic ring and A     is the topological quotient ring of By.

Moreover, if the additive order of each element of A is either infinite or

squarefree, then each A     is the topological direct sum of finitely many ideals,

each a finite-dimensional locally compact algebra with identity over a totally

disconnected, indiscrete, locally compact field.

Proof.   If A  is locally compact and satisfies 3° of Theorem 11 then each

A     is the image of A  under a continuous open homomorphism and hence is locally

compact, so each B     is compact by Lemma 8.   Thus Io implies 2°.   Conversely,

if each B     is compact, then D is clearly locally compact by Tihonov's theorem,

so A is also locally compact.   By Theorem 11, therefore, Io and 2° are equivalent;

the final statement follows from Theorem 11 and Lemma 8.

Theorem 13.   Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity, and let C

be the center of A.   The following statements are equivalent:

Io.   A is an S-ring, and C is a topological ring having no proper open ideals

or nonzero nilpotents.

2°.   A  is topologically isomorphic to A, x • • • x A    x D (n > 0), where each

A. is a central, finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra over R or C,

and where either D ■- (0) or D  is the local direct product of topological rings

{Ay)yeV relative to (By)     T, where for each y eT, A     is the topological direct

sum of finitely many ideals, each a central, finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological

algebra over a local field, and where B     is a basic ring of which A     is the topo-

logical quotient ring.

Proof.   A commutative local artinian ring without nonzero nilpotents is a

field.   In particular, a finite-dimensional local R-algebra without nonzero nil-

potents is a finite-dimensional field extension of R and hence is R or C; and if

the center of the topological quotient ring of a special basic ring has no nonzero

nilpotents, then it is a local field by 2° of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.   The equiv-

alence of Io and 2° therefore follows from Theorems 11 and 7.

Theorem 14.   Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity, and let

C be the center of A.   The following statements are equivalent:
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Io.   A  is an S-ring that has no nonzero nilpotent ideals, and the topological

ring C has no proper open ideals.

2°.   A is topologically isomorphic to A. x • • • x A   x D (n > 0), where each

A . is the topological ring of all square matrices of some order over R, C, or the

division ring H of quaternions, and where either D = (0) or D is the local direct

product of topological rings (Ay)y€r relative to (By)yej., where for each y £ T,

Ay is the topological direct sum of finitely many ideals, each the topological

ring of all square matrices of some order over a division ring finite dimensional

over its center, which is a local field, and where B     is a basic ring of which Ay

is the topological quotient ring.

Proof.   Statements Io and 2° imply the corresponding statements of Theorem

13.  We observe that, with the notation of Theorem 13, A has no nonzero nilpotent

ideals if and only if each A . and each A     have no nonzero nilpotent ideals, or

equivalently, by 3° of Theorem 3, are semisimple.  In particular, 2° implies Io.   On

the other hand, Io implies 2° by Theorem 13 and Wedderburn's theorem on finite-

dimensional semisimple algebras.

Specializing either Theorem 12 or Theorem 13 to the commutative, locally

compact, semisimple case, we obtain the structure theorem of Goldman and Sah

[7, Theorem 4.l],

Theorem 15. Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity, and let

C be the center of A.   The following statements are equivalent:

Io. A is an S-ring, C is a topological ring that has no proper open ideals,

and any one and hence all of the following conditions hold:

(a) C contains an invertible element c such that lim c" = 0.

(b) A has only finitely many maximal ideals.

(c) Every ideal [left ideal, right ideal] of A is closed,

(d) A is a (left or right) noetherian [artinian] ring.

2°.   A is topologically isomorphic to A. x "• xA , where each A. is either

a finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra over R or C whose center is

a Cohen subalgebra or the topological quotient ring of a special basic ring.

Proof.   To show that Io implies 2°, we may assume by Theorem 11 that A is

the local direct product of (Ay)yeT relative to (By)yer, where each By is a

basic ring and Ay is the topological quotient ring of By.   By Theorem 7, it

suffices to show that Y is finite.   Assume first that c = (c  ) is an invertible

element of C such that lim cn = 0.   Replacing c with a power of c, if necessary,

we may assume that c £ (UyerB )<~\C = YlyeT(By n Cy), where Cy is the center

of Ay.  Now lim c" = 0 for each y £ T, so c     belongs to the maximal ideal of
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the center By n Cy of By (l°of Theorem 3).  Thus c"1 4 B for all y eT.  But

as c"1 = (c"1) eji, c"   i B     tot only finitely many y e T, so T is finite.

If SL is a maximal ideal of A„, then 3K¿ = KO e A: xß e 1À is clearly a max-

imal ideal of A whose projection on A o is 1, and whose projection on every

other A     is A   .  Therefore (b) implies that Y is finite.  Since ©ygpA-, is a

dense ideal of A, (c) also implies that T is finite.

Finally, let ?(T) be the set of all finite subsets of T.   For each A e j (D,

let AA = Kxy) e A: xy = 0 for all y ¿ A} and let A¿ = {(xy) e A: xy = 0 for all

y e A}.  If É is infinite, then the set of all A¿ [respectively, A^] where A e

J (D is a family of ideals having no maximal [minimal] member.   Thus (d) implies

that r is finite.

To show that 2° implies Io, by Theorem 11 we need only establish (a)—(d),

and for that we may assume »2 = 1.  If A is the topological quotient ring of a

special basic ring, then (a) holds by Io and 2° of Definition 2, and (b)—(d) hold by

Theorem 3.   If A is a finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra over R or

C with identity element e, then clearly (c) and (d) hold, (b) holds since A/Rad(A)

is the direct sum of simple rings by Wedderburn's theorem, and finally (a) holds,

for if 0 < |A| < 1, then A- e  is an invertible element of C such that lim (A» e)n

= 0.

Theorem 16.   Let A be a Hausdorff topological ring with identity.   The fol-

lowing statements are equivalent:

1°.   A ¿s the topological direct sum of finitely many ideals, each a finite-

dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra over R, C, or a local field.

2°.   The additive order of each element of A is either infinite or squarefree,

A is an S-ring, and the center of A contains an invertible element c such that

lim cn = 0.

3°.   A is the topological direct sum of finitely many ideals, each a finite-

dimensional Hausdorff topological algebra over R, C, or a local field, the center

of which is a Cohen subalgebra.

Proof.  If c is an invertible element of the center C such that lim cn = 0,

then any open ideal of C contains the invertible element cn fot some « > 1 and

hence is C.   Thus Io implies 2° and 2° implies 3° by Theorems 15 and 6.

By Theorem 15, we may replace "the center of A contains an invertible

element c such that lim cn = 0" by the conjuction of "the center of A is a

topological ring that has no proper open ideals" and any one of (b), (c), (d) of

Theorem 15.

In view of Theorem 12,  specializing Theorem 16 to the locally compact

case yields [13, Theorem 8],
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